
Fitting – Remove the paint can’s original lid.  Simply lift up the 
paint can’s handle, place the PaintTopper UNDER the handle, 
and push down to secure.

Pouring - Paint must be poured by lifting the paint can 
using its original handle and supporting the base. At no point 
is the PaintTopper’s handle to be used to lift the paint can. The 
product was not designed for this purpose.  
Wipe under the spout immediately after pouring. 

Removal - Hold the PaintTopper handle securely with one hand, 
and gentle tap under the PaintTopper spout with the other hand, 
to release the product from the paint can.

Ensure you have brushed excess paint back into the paint can, 
before removing the PaintTopper to prevent any paint splatter 
when removing from the paint can. 
When fitting and releasing PaintTopper to/from the paint can, 
please place adequate surface protection under the paint can, 
in case of the unlikely event of spillage or accident.

Lid - The PaintTopper’s lid is designed to lightly cover and 
protect the paint during breaks, it does not fit tightly enough to 
contain the paint if the can is knocked over and should not be 
used during transportation of the paint can. We recommend 
replacing the paint can’s original lid during transportation or 
where there are risks of spillage.

We recommend cleaning PaintTopper after each use with a 
brush or cloth in warm soapy water.  You may wish to use paint 
cleaning liquids on a cloth to clean the PaintTopper further if 
needed, however please ensure you rinse the cleaning solution 
off afterwards to prevent damage to the product.
Please use QR code on our leaflet or packaging to access 
a video demonstrating best method of fitting and removal. 

PaintTopper is to be used only for intended purposes.
Keep away from children. 
Never leave any part of the PaintTopper or its 
packaging unattended within the reach of children. 
Do not expose to extreme heat.  
Do not use sharp instruments to clean, this will 
damage the material. 
Do not use any corrosive paint cleaning liquids to soak/
submerge the PaintTopper product as it may distort shape, 
and effect the materials longevity. 
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